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[1] We model the atmospheric response to a chaos‐forming event at Juventae Chasma,
north of Valles Marineris, Mars, using the Mars Regional Atmospheric Modeling System
(MRAMS). Interactions between lake‐driven convergence, topography, and the regional
wind field steer lake‐induced precipitation to the southwest. Mean snowfall reaches a
maximum of 0.9 mm/h water equivalent (peak snowfall 1.7 mm/h water equivalent) on the
SW rim of the chasm. More than 80% of vapor released by the lake is trapped in or next to
the lake as snow. Radiative effects of the thick cloud cover raise mean plateau surface
temperature by up to 18 K locally. We find that the area of maximum modeled
precipitation corresponds to the mapped Juventae plateau channel networks. At Echus
Chasma, modeled precipitation maxima also correspond to mapped plateau channel
networks. This is consistent with the earlier suggestion that Valles Marineris plateau
layered deposits and interbedded channel networks result from localized precipitation.
However, snowpack thermal modeling shows temperatures below freezing for the 12 mbar
CO2 atmosphere used in our MRAMS simulations. This is true even for the most
favorable orbital conditions, and whether or not the greenhouse effect of the lake storm
is included. Moderately higher CO2 pressures, or non‐CO2 greenhouse forcing, is very
likely required for melting and plateau channel network formation under a faint young Sun.
Required warming is ≤10 K: global temperatures need not be higher than today. In
these localized precipitation scenarios, the rest of the planet remains dry.

Citation: Kite, E. S., S. Rafkin, T. I. Michaels, W. E. Dietrich, and M. Manga (2011), Chaos terrain, storms, and past climate on
Mars, J. Geophys. Res., 116, E10002, doi:10.1029/2010JE003792.

1. Introduction

[2] The highlands of Mars show both erosional and
depositional evidence for past fluvial flow, and geochemical
and textural evidence at Meridiani indicates these features
were formed by liquid water [Malin and Edgett, 2003; Kraal
et al., 2008a; Murchie et al., 2009a; Grotzinger et al., 2006;
McLennan and Grotzinger, 2008]. The distribution of fans
and valleys with elevation, together with their morphology
and inferred discharge, argue against groundwater as the
sole source, and demand precipitation [Craddock and
Howard, 2002; Carr and Head, 2003, 2010; Hynek and
Phillips, 2003]. Three models may explain these observa-
tions. (1) A globally prolonged climate interval that inter-
mittently allowed surface runoff is the most straightforward
interpretation, and one that can draw on arid and polar Earth
analogs [Pollack et al., 1987; Craddock and Howard, 2002;
Forsberg‐Taylor et al., 2004; Halevy et al., 2007; Barnhart

et al., 2009]. (2) Water vaporized by large impacts would
briefly warm the global atmosphere, and precipitation from
these transient water vapor greenhouse atmospheres could
cut some valleys where there is evidence of rapid discharge
[Segura et al., 2002, 2008; Kraal et al., 2008b; Toon et al.,
2010]. (3) Localized precipitation in a globally cold/dry
atmosphere is an alternative to global wet conditions.
Triggers for localized precipitation could include ground-
water outbursts, volcanic plumes, or medium‐sized impacts
[Mangold et al., 2008; Segura et al., 2008]. At least after the
Noachian, valleys are patchily distributed [Williams, 2007;
Weitz et al., 2008; Fassett and Head, 2008a; Hynek et al.,
2010; Carr and Malin, 2000], which is consistent with
localized precipitation.
[3] Localized precipitation is especially attractive as an

explanation for ∼3.0 Ga valleys exposed by aeolian erosion of
layered deposits on the plateaus around the Valles Marineris
plateau [Mangold et al., 2004; Weitz et al., 2008], and also
∼10 Ma fans at Mojave Crater [Williams and Malin, 2008].
That is because these channels and fans postdate the sharp
decline in globally averaged erosion rates, aqueous alter-
ation, and channel formation near the Noachian ‐ Hesperian
boundary [Murchie et al., 2009a; Fassett and Head, 2008b;
Golombek et al., 2006]. The rarity of channels, fans, fluvial
erosion, or aqueous minerals of similar age suggests that the
VallesMarineris plateau channel networks andMojave Crater
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fans do not record global episodes of surface runoff.
Localized precipitation is an alternative, with vapor sourced
from a transient event such as groundwater release during
chaos terrain formation (at Valles Marineris) or partial
melting of an ice‐silicate mixture during impact (at Mojave
Crater). Simulations relevant to impact‐induced localized

precipitation have been reported in several conference
abstracts [e.g., Segura and Colaprete, 2009] and a thesis
chapter [Plesko, 2009]. Baker et al. [1991] suggest that
vapor release during outflow channel formation has global
effects. Valles Marineris localized precipitation has been
suggested previously [Gulick and Baker, 1989; Baker et al.,

Figure 1. (a) Location of Valles Marineris plateau layered deposits and plateau channel networks down-
wind of paleolakes. Reported plateau layered deposits and channel networks are shown by orange shad-
ing. Asterisks correspond to isolated, or incompletely mapped, occurrences. Reported paleolakes are
shaded in blue: those where we consider the evidence to be less strong are shown by question marks.
Box around Juventae corresponds to Figure 4. Background is MOLA shaded relief. Sources are Weitz
et al. [2010] (SW Melas, S Ius, S flank W Candor, Juventae and Ganges layered deposits); Le Deit et al.
[2010] (N Ius, N flank W Candor, N Tithonium and Juventae layered deposits); Mangold et al. [2008]
(Echus networks); Williams et al. [2005] (Candor channel); Harrison and Chapman [2008] (question-
able Candor lake); Harrison and Grimm [2008] (Juventae and Echus lakes);Metz et al. [2009] (SW Melas
lake); Roach et al. [2010] (Ius closed evaporitic basin); Komatsu et al. [2009] (Morella lake); and Carr
[1995] (questionable Ganges lake). (b) Location of snowbelts downwind of the Great Lakes, North
America, Earth. Each local maximum in mean annual snowfall, as shown by orange contours, is downwind
of a lake. Snowbelts form from the cumulative effect of lake‐effect storms. Contours are from Eichenlaub
[1979], as reproduced byMarkowksi and Richardson [2010]. The prevailing wind direction is shown by the
black arrow and by the snow streaks in the background image. Background image was acquired 9 December
2006 by Terra/MODIS and shows the effects of a lake‐effect storm on 7–8 December 2006 (image credit:
NASA GSFC/Earth Observatory).
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1991; Mangold et al., 2008; Williams and Malin, 2008], and
Santiago et al. [2005, 2006] report preliminary General
Circulation Model (GCM) simulations of atmospheric
response to outflow channel flooding. Mesoscale effects of
the outflow response have not been studied previously.
[4] Here we investigate the well‐preserved layered

deposits with interbedded channel networks on the Valles
Marineris plateau west of Juventae Chasma [Malin et al.,
2010; Weitz et al., 2010]. Our goal is to understand these
deposits and use them as a proxy for past Mars climate. Our
approach iterates between modeling and geology. According
to Malin et al. [2010, p. 32] the Juventae plateau networks
include “hillslope rills and low order streams,” leadingMalin
et al. [2010, p. 38] to describe them as “the best evidence yet
found on Mars to indicate that rainfall and surface runoff
occurred.” In sections 2 and 3, we summarize geologic
observations: some constitute boundary conditions for the
model, others are targets that the model must reproduce in
order to be considered successful. In section 4 we analyze
results from Mars Regional Atmospheric Modeling System
(MRAMS) [Rafkin et al., 2001; Michaels et al., 2006] simu-
lations of chaos flood‐effect precipitation that include detailed
cloud microphysics (Appendix A). We find excellent agree-
ment between the model‐predicted precipitation locations and
the previously mapped area of layered deposits and inverted
channel networks (statistical analysis in Appendix B). In this
paper, we concentrate onwhat controls the rate and location of
precipitation. The companion paper by Kite et al. [2011]
(hereafter referred to as paper 1) describes idealized simula-

tions of cloud formation and precipitation in a thin, cold
atmosphere perturbed by a lake. Precipitation in our model
falls as snow, but the geologic observations demand liquid
water runoff. Snowpack melting on the Juventae plateau will
occur under certain combinations of orbital parameters and
snowpack physical properties. These are determined (section 5
and Appendix C) by running a simple snowpack thermal
model over all seasons, pressures from 12 to 195 mbar, all
relevant solar luminosities, and for the full range of orbital
conditions sampled by the chaotic diffusion of Mars’ orbital
parameters [Laskar et al., 2004]. We calculate the probability
that snowpack melting will occur as a function of solar
luminosity and additional greenhouse effect. In section 6, we
evaluate multiple working hypotheses for the mechanism of
channel formation, using measurements from our HiRISE
Digital Terrain Models (DTMs; Appendix D). These mea-
surements are from a small number of key localities on the
Juventae Plateau. We do not attempt a comprehensive geo-
logic analysis. Finally, we test the localized‐precipitation
hypothesis at a second site, Echus Chasma (section 7), and
consider the implications of localized precipitation for global
excursions to conditions warmer than the present‐day on
Hesperian Mars (section 8).

2. Geologic Constraints: Valles Marineris Plateau
Channel Networks

[5] The Valles Marineris plateau layered deposits are dis-
tinct from layered deposits elsewhere on Mars [Weitz et al.,
2008; Murchie et al., 2009a; Weitz et al., 2010]. Dendritic
channels with both positive and negative relief are commonly
found in association with the plateau layered deposits [Malin
and Edgett, 2003; Edgett, 2005; Williams et al., 2005], with
preserved drainage densities as high as 15 km−1 and com-
monly >1 km−1. In contrast, most Mars light‐toned layered
deposits (LLD) have few or no channels visible from orbit.
Channels at different levels within the plateau layered
deposits crosscut one another [Weitz et al., 2010]. This
requires that plateau channel formation was either inter-
spersed with, or synchronous with, the depositional events
that formed the layers. It suggests a common geologic
scenario for channel formation and plateau layered deposit
formation. Opal (± hydroxylated ferric sulfate) has been
reported in the plateau layered deposits [Milliken et al., 2008;
Bishop et al., 2009], whereas most Mars LLD show sulfate
(± hematite ± phyllosilicates) [Murchie et al., 2009a]. Plateau
layered deposits show no evidence for regular bedding. Most
LLD, in contrast, give the visual impression of quasiperiodic
bedding, and this has been statistically confirmed at many
locations [Lewis et al., 2008, 2010]. Because the most likely
pacemaker for quasiperiodic sedimentation is orbital forcing
[Kuiper et al., 2008; Lewis et al., 2008], this suggests the
process that formed the plateau layered deposits was not
sensitive to orbital forcing. Either stochastic processes con-
trolled deposition, or deposition timescales were much
shorter than orbital timescales [Lewis et al., 2010]. The
deposits are O(101)m thick [Weitz et al., 2010], in contrast
to the O(103)m of sulfate‐bearing deposits within craters
and canyons. Opaline plateau layered deposits overly early
Hesperian lavas, placing them among the youngest classes
of aqueous minerals on Mars [Murchie et al., 2009a]. They
significantly postdate the maximum in valley formation

Figure 2. Topographic context of inverted channels. Black
dots correspond to points mapped as “light‐toned layered
deposit” or “inverted channel” by Weitz et al. [2010]. The
association of inverted channels with light‐toned layered
deposits containing opal ± jarosite is only found near the
rims of large canyons. Gray scale background is the prob-
ability distribution of all points, using a bin size of 500 m.
Relief at a point is defined as the maximum difference in
elevation between that point and all other points in a
neighborhood with 2‐degree radius. (With this definition,
points with intermediate elevation cannot have high relief.)
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during the Late Noachian–Early Hesperian [Le Deit et al.,
2010]. Taken together, these differences suggest the pro-
cess which formed the Valles Marineris plateau layered
deposits differed from that forming layered deposits else-
where on Mars [Murchie et al., 2009a].
[6] Plateau layered deposits and inverted channels formed

over an extended interval of time. Tilted channels are
present on downdropped fault blocks [Le Deit et al., 2010],
and some channels are truncated by chasm edges ‐ therefore,
some channels formed before backwasting of the chasm to
its present‐day form. Multiple periods of runoff are recorded
on the plateau [Weitz et al., 2010].
[7] These observations raise several questions. What was

the process that formed the plateau layered deposits? What
was the source of the water for channel formation, and what
permitted surface liquid water at this location? Does this
require atmospheric pressures, temperatures, or water vapor
loading different from contemporary Mars–and if so, are the
required changes global, regional or local? What were the
mechanics of channel formation ‐ for example, are these
mechanically eroded or thermally eroded channels? Our
focus in this paper is on the first three questions, although
we address channel formation mechanisms in section 6.

[8] Channels are usually found on plateaux immediately
adjacent to chasms. Location on a plateau immediately
adjacent to a chasm apparently provided a driver (limiting
factor) for channel formation and/or preservation (Figure 1a).
For example, the Echus, Juventae and Ganges plateau chan-
nel networks are all immediately west (downwind) of inferred
paleolakes (Figure 2) [Coleman and Baker, 2007; Harrison
and Chapman, 2008]. A relief‐elevation plot confirms,
independently, that all plateau layered deposits are near the
edge of a chasm (Figure 2). To form, a channel requires water
supply sufficient to balance continuous losses to infiltration
and evaporation, while generating runoff. Runoff must
encounter sediment that is fine‐grained enough to be mobi-
lized. Inverted channels have additional requirements: to be
exposed at the surface today, an inverted channel must be
preferentially cemented or indurated, and then incompletely
eroded. Therefore, there are five potential limiting factors for
inverted channel formation: heat, water, sediment, cementing
fluids, or erosion. Location downwind of a chasm should
logically supply at least one.
[9] We hypothesize that the Juventae, Echus and Ganges

plateau channel networks and layered deposits formed
downwind of ephemeral chaos lakes, through precipitation

Figure 3. From geologic relations (section 2), we infer that the formation of plateau channel networks
and plateau layered deposits is related to chasm opening (and associated flooding). (a) Sketch of scenarios
that could account for this relationship. In our preferred scenario, condensation of vapor released from
short‐lived lake in chasm creates a snowstorm. Precipitation on the plateau next to the chasm forms
channel networks. Precipitation falling back into the lake leaves no geomorphic signature. (b) Timescales
implied by published models of chaos hydrology and the thermodynamics of lake freezing. Each lake
event lasts ≤1 year [Andrews‐Hanna and Phillips, 2007; Harrison and Grimm, 2008]. Crosscutting
channels, and discharge estimates from measurements of inner channels, require that many flood events
occurred in each chaos chasm. Estimates of repose interval between groundwater outflow events center on
102–106 years, and are considered to lengthen with time. Repose interval estimates are sensitive to poorly
known crustal hydrologic properties [Andrews‐Hanna and Phillips, 2007; Harrison and Grimm, 2008].
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from lake‐effect storms (paper 1 and Figure 3). In our
hypothesis, rain or snow from nearby lakes is the limiting
factor for forming plateau channels and light‐toned deposits,
explaining the spatial association between chasm lakes and
plateau channels/light‐toned deposits. This is analogous to
the ‘snowbelts’ that form downwind of the Great Lakes of
North America from the cumulative precipitation of lake‐
effect storms (Figure 1b). Our hypothesis predicts that
simulations of lake‐effect storms in Valles Marineris should
produce precipitation that is localized to the chasm rim and in
the observed locations. We test our hypothesis at Juventae
Chasma, because it has the best preserved plateau channels
and the geologic evidence for a paleolake there is also com-
pelling [Coleman and Baker, 2007; Harrison and Chapman,

2008]. Other possible scenarios for forming plateau channels
and plateau layered deposits (Figure 3) are discussed in
section 6.

3. Geologic Constraints: Boundary Conditions
at Juventae Chasma

[10] Juventae Chasma has a spillway at ≈ +1 km elevation
that is connected to the Maja Vallis outflow channel
[Catling et al., 2006; Coleman and Baker, 2007] (Figure 4).
The floor of Juventae Chasma is below −4 km. Insofar as
material was removed from the chasm by fluvial or debris‐
flow transport across the spillway, this suggests that a lake
many km deep existed at least once in Juventae Chasma

Figure 4. Site for our hypothesis test–Juventae. Juventae Chasma is a 5 km deep, sharp‐sided chaos
chasm that sources Maja Valles (outflow channel to N). Orange shading corresponds to the area of plateau
channel networks and plateau layered deposits mapped by Le Deit et al. [2010]. Orange dotted line
corresponds to pre‐erosion extent estimated by Le Deit et al. [2010] from outliers. Spillway to N of chasm
indicates that flood level exceeded +1180 m. We model flooding to depth ‐3000 m (deep blue), −1000 m
(middle blue) and +0 m (cyan). Main figure background is THEMIS VIS mosaic. Inset shows the
locations of 2 HiRISE DTMs (Appendix D) that we constructed to characterize the inverted channel
networks. Inset background is part of CTX image P18_007983_1751_XN_04S063W.
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[Coleman and Baker, 2007]. Evidence that multiple out-
bursts cut Maja Vallis also suggests that Juventae Chasma
was flooded multiple times [Harrison and Grimm, 2008].
[11] The duration of surface liquid water during ground-

water outburst floods is unknown. It will depend partly on the
peak discharge, which is set by the permeability of the source
aquifer ‐ another unknown. Harrison and Chapman [2008]
calculate a duration of 0.1–105 days per event, with ≤5 ×
103 days per event preferred. The corresponding peak dis-
charge rates range from 3 × 105 m3 s−1 to 108 m3 s−1. When
discharge falls below the evaporation rate, icing‐over of the
lake surface is increasingly likely. For the 140 km‐diameter
cylindrical chaos modeled byHarrison and Chapman [2008],
and an evaporation rate of 2 mm/h, the cryosphere fractures
are frozen shut before the discharge falls below the evapora-
tion rate. Alternatively, surface liquid water in a chaos terrain
can be generated by failure of a dam confining an ice‐covered
lake, leading to mechanical disruption of the ice cover. For
example, the 2002 stepwise collapse of Antarctica’s Larsen B
ice shelf took 3 weeks, with open water between collapsed
ice blocks (Figure 5) [Scambos et al., 2003].

[12] Boundary conditions are as follows. We impose a
lake temperature of 278.15 K (5°C), which is midway
between dissipative throttling (Joule‐Thompson) heating of
aquifer water initially at 5 km, and two‐phase hydrostatic
ascent [Gaidos and Marion, 2003]. However, for the largest
lake simulated (JUVENTAE_HIGH, Table 1), we set lake
surface temperature to 273.15 K (0°C). This is because the
high latent‐energy flux associated with a large lake area at
278.15 K caused numerical instabilities in the model. We
hold lake temperature steady. This is a reasonable assump-
tion if the atmospheric response timescale (hours‐days) is
shorter than the timescale over which the chaos flood
hydrograph changes, or if surface water continuously pours
over the spillway, allowing the surface layer to be refreshed
by warmer water from depth (see discussion in section 4.1.5).
Wind‐dependent lake surface roughness is from equation 7.21
of Pielke [2002]. The inverted streams at Juventae required
surface liquid water to form, but currently the low atmo-
spheric pressure at plateau elevation (+2 km) makes surface
liquid water unstable [Conway et al., 2011]. Therefore, we
doubled initial and boundary pressure throughout our
simulation. We will show later (section 5) that still higher
pressures are probably needed to suppress evaporative
cooling and allow melting. We use present‐day topography
in our model, apart from flooding to the lake level within
Juventae Chasma. (A minor exception is that we remove
the sulfate‐bearing [Bishop et al., 2009; Catling et al.,
2006] light‐toned layered deposits from within the
chasm, which would otherwise form islands in our
ephemeral lake. This is because we agree with the geologic
interpretation that these deposits largely postdate chasm
formation [Murchie et al., 2009b], although there is dis-
agreement on this point [Catling et al., 2006]. The change
has no effect on our best fit model (JUVENTAE_HIGH)
because, in our smoothed topography, the lake level in
JUVENTAE_HIGH is higher than the summits of the sulfate‐
bearing light‐toned layered deposits.) We use present‐day
solar luminosity in our precipitation model (but not in our
melting model; section 5). This is conservative in terms of
localized precipitation, because lower atmospheric tempera-
tures favor localized precipitation (paper 1). More details of
the model setup are provided in Appendix A.

4. Juventae Mesoscale Model: Precipitation
Output

[13] This paper reports the results of model runs that vary
lake temperature and lake level (Table 1), holding orbital
elements and obliquity at present‐day values and fixing the
season at simulation start to southern Summer (Ls ≈ 270).
An MRAMS run simulating 7 days at Valles Marineris takes

Figure 5. Disintegration of Antarctica’s Larsen B ice shelf.
Collapsed area is ∼3000 km2. Acquired 7 March 2002 by
Terra/MODIS. Image credit: NASA GSFC.

Table 1. List of Runs With Parameters

Run Full Name Lake Level (m) Lake Temperature (K) Lake Area (km2) Description

JUVENTAE_DRY juventae_Mar_12_2010 – – – Valles Marineris topography, no lake
JUVENTAE_HIGH juventae_May_12_2010 +0 273.15 25800 At spillway
JUVENTAE_MED juventae_Mar_13_2010 −1000 278.15 19400 Almost fills chasm
JUVENTAE_LOW juventae_Mar_14_2010 −3000 278.15 6400 In SE corner of chasm
ECHUS_LOW echus_Apr_52010 −900 278.15 3600 Small equant lake
ECHUS_HIGH echus_Mar_25_2010 −800 273.15 17100 At spillway, elongated N–S
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∼0.5 years to complete, so we are limited in the number of
parameters we can vary. In addition, we must rerun the
General Circulation Model (GCM) that supplies the meso-
scale boundary conditions if we wish to model a major
change in pressure or dust loading. This limits the range of
sensitivity tests we can practicably apply. Paper 1 describes
a wider range of sensitivity tests.

4.1. Analysis of Best Fit Model

[14] First we report results from our best fit model,
JUVENTAE_HIGH.
4.1.1. Lake‐Driven Convergence
[15] The lake perturbation to the atmosphere is super-

imposed on the complex, topographically driven Valles
Marineris mesoscale windfield [Rafkin and Michaels, 2003;

Figure 6. Temperature and wind field at Juventae in our best fit lake storm simulation (JUVENTAE_HIGH).
0 m contour (black) defines canyons. (a) Net time‐averaged wind at 13 m elevation. Overall easterly and
southeasterly winds are reversed at Juventae Chasma because of the lake‐driven circulation. (b) Change
in wind field due to the lake (differencing dry and wet runs). Lake storm drives low‐level convergence
of up to 30 m s−1. Magnitude of lake‐driven circulation is comparable to magnitude of non‐lake circulation.
(c) Temperature difference due to lake. Temperature increases by up to 18 K downwind of lake. Axis tick
labels correspond to distance from 3.91S 298.53E, near the lake center (average over 3 sols, fromMars hours
49 to 121).

Figure 7. Ice and vapor columns at Juventae Chasma. (a) Time‐averaged precipitable vapor column
abundance, in cm water equivalent. (b) Time‐averaged precipitable ice column abundance, in cm water
equivalent. (JUVENTAE_HIGH, average for 3 sols, from Mars hours 49 to 121.)
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Spiga and Forget, 2009]. Strong slope winds are seen at
Juventae Chasma in the JUVENTAE_DRY run, as previ-
ously described [Rafkin and Michaels, 2003; Spiga and
Forget, 2009]. The diurnal cycle of upslope daytime
winds and downslope nighttime winds is broken by the lake,
which drives low‐level convergence strong enough to
overcome the upslope daytime wind (Figure 6b). At alti-
tudes <6 km, the convergence is toward a sheet‐like time‐
averaged updraft running along the lake’s long axis (N–S),
and concentrated in the southern half of the lake. Above
10 km, wind moves out from this updraft. East‐directed
outflow encounters the west‐directed prevailing wind and
slows, allowing more time for ice crystals to precipitate out
before reaching the chasm edge. West‐directed outflow is
much faster. Above 20 km, the windfield is increasingly
dominated by radial flow away from a narrow, cylindrical
updraft in the center of the lake. Lake storm effects on the
background windfield are minor above 40 km. A copious
supply of water vapor, the availability of dust for ice
nucleation, water vapor and cloud radiative effects, and
induced low‐level convergence combine to drive continuous
precipitation.
4.1.2. Radiative Effects
[16] Mean temperature rises by 17 K downwind of the

lake, where icy scatterers have precipitated but the green-
house effect of vapor remains (Figure 6c). There is a broad
region of >5 K warming. On average, downwelling long-

wave radiation increases by 60 W m−2 SW of the deep pit
that lies W of S Juventae. Ice cloud scattering partly
compensates for this during the day, but maximum tem-
perature also rises, by up to 8 K, which is important for
melting (section 5). However, in the area of greatest
modeled precipitation, maximum temperature is reduced by
up to 3 K because of the locally high atmospheric ice
column abundance.
4.1.3. Water Vapor and Ice Column Abundance
[17] The time‐averaged water vapor column abundance

map (Figure 7a) shows that high vapor abundances are
confined to the canyon. Ascent of vapor‐laden parcels up
canyon walls aids crystallization, and (ice column mass):
(total water column mass) ratio increases from typically
<50% within Juventae Chasma to 60–70% on the plateau.
Vapor is most abundant at low elevations. Peak precipitable
vapor column abundance is ∼0.27 cm and is located slightly
SW of the lake’s areal centroid. The peak in time‐averaged
ice column abundance (Figure 7b) is shifted 30 km further
WSW. This is the product of plume ascent timescales and
the WSW‐directed background wind speed (paper 1). Fall-
off of ice column abundance with distance from this peak is
almost symmetric. This is because the outward‐directed
pressure gradient at the top of the buoyant plume is much
stronger than that driving the background wind field.
Maximum water ice column abundances away from the lake
are above a promontory jutting into the lake on the SW edge
of the chasm, and along the S edge of the chasm. These also
correspond to the highest values of precipitation, as dis-
cussed below and shown in Figures 8, 9 and 10.
4.1.4. Rate and Location of Snowfall
[18] The footprint of precipitation is displaced downwind

of the centroid of the lake by a distance similar to the
product of vapor lifetime (loss due to ice crystal growth and
subsequent gravitational sedimentation) and characteristic
wind velocity at cloud height (Figure 10). Because the size
of Juventae Chasma exceeds this distance, the peak in total
precipitation (1.3 mm/h water equivalent, w.e.) lies within
the lake. This prediction cannot be geologically tested, so
we focus on results for precipitation on land.
[19] Most snow falls close to the chasm edge (Figure 9).

Water‐ice precipitation on the chasm flanks has a maximum
on a promontory southwest of the lake center. Mean pre-
cipitation is >0.6 mm/h w.e. only in a narrow belt <40 km
from the chasm edge on the SW rim of the chasm. This area
of high modeled precipitation corresponds to the mapped
area of channels and layered deposits (Figure 9). In
Appendix B, we use four independent metrics to quantify
the agreement between geologic data and precipitation
model that is qualitatively apparent in Figure 9.
[20] Reduction in snowfall with distance from the chasm

is rapid (Figure B2). Decline is most rapid upwind (east) of
the chasm. 200 km east of the chasm rim, peak snowfall and
mean snowfall are both 1000 times less than at the chasm
rim. Falloff is strongly modulated by topography: at a given
distance from the lake, plateaux receive 10–100 times more
snowfall than canyon floors.
[21] Maximum precipitation on land (not shown) is

1.7 mm/h w.e. In the area of greatest mean precipitation,
maximum precipitation is 1.5–2.0× the mean precipitation
rate. Transient high snowfall during model spin‐up is
excluded.

Figure 8. E–W cross section through lake storm. Blue tint
corresponds to increasing water ice fraction (interval 0.001,
maximum value 0.009). Labeled contours correspond to
bulk vertical velocity in m s−1, which are comparable to
the most intense supercell storms on Earth.
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[22] The inflection in precipitation contours at the chasm
edge (Figures 10 and 9) is a projection effect of the steep
chasm wall slopes. Fall rates per unit column atmosphere
decrease smoothly with distance from the lake, but at the
chasm wall the snow from this column is spread over a
larger surface area.
[23] Precipitation is localized and vapor lifetime is short,

so precipitation rates are comparable to evaporation rates.
4.1.5. Mass and Energy Budgets
[24] Mean evaporation rates found from our mass balance

(∼2 mm/h, Table 2) entail 1.4 kW/m2 evaporative cooling. Is
our assumption of constant lake surface temperature sus-
tainable? An isolated, well‐mixed lake of depth 5 km would
cool only 0.006 K/sol through evaporative cooling, so the
assumption of constant lake surface temperature over the
length of our simulations is reasonable in this case. The key

is the depth of mixing. 1.4 kW/m2 cannot be supplied from
the interior of a liquid lake to its surface by conduction.
Thermal convection may transfer the required heat if lake
temperature is above water’s temperature of maximum
density (277.13 K) and

qconvect ¼ 0:05
�g�DT

��

� �1=3

krT > 1:4kW=m2 ð1Þ

where qconvect is convective heat flow in W/m2, r =
1000 kg/m3 is water density, g = 3.7 m/s2 is Mars
gravity, a = 2 × 10−4 K−1, � = 1.4 × 10−7 m2/s, n =
10−6 m2/s, k = 0.6 W/m/K is thermal conductivity, and
rT is the temperature gradient across the lake [Postberg
et al., 2009]. Even with rT = 0.25 K/m (very steep),
qconvect = 180 W/m2, insufficient to sustain evaporation.

Figure 9. Modeled precipitation contours overlain on observed geology at Juventae. White shading with
thick solid black outline corresponds to area of layered deposits and inverted channels reported by Weitz
et al. [2010]. The dashed black outline corresponds to the pre‐erosion area of layered deposits inferred
from outlier buttes and pedestal craters by Le Deit et al. [2010]. The thick cyan line defines the flooded
area for this simulation (the −1000 m contour). The colored lines are modeled time‐averaged precipitation
contours at intervals of 0.1 mm/h water equivalent. Precipitation falling back into the lake is not shown.
The spatial maximum in mean precipitation is ≈1.0 mm/h. (Average for sol 5 of simulation.)
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[25] Therefore, if the lake did not freeze immediately,
waves, bubbles or currents are required to stir the lake. This
is reasonable, for example, if the aquifer was saturated with
CO2 by a magmatic intrusion [Bargery and Wilson, 2010].
Also, the outflow itself could have disrupted the forming ice
cover (Figure 5). For maximumMaja Valles outflow channel
discharge Qmaja = 1.1 × 108 m3 s−1 [Kleinhans, 2005] and a
lake surface area Alake = 25800 km2 (Table 1), maintaining
a steady lake surface elevation requires a vertical current
w ∼ 4 mm/s to the part of the lake above the spillway. The
corresponding enthalpy flux to the upper part of the lake is
wr(cp(T − 273.15) + Lfreeze) = 1.42 MW/m2, much greater
than evaporitic losses. Equivalently, suppose that we track
a parcel of water that upwells near the center of the lake as
it moves toward the spillway. Assume that the water lying
above the spillway depth is well‐stirred by currents flow-
ing toward the spillway. Then cooling during the journey
from the center of the lake to the spillway is

DT � 1:5kW=m2 Alake

�cpQMaja
� 0:1K; ð2Þ

which is small.
[26] Evaporitic loss from a fully open lake, 1.3 × 104 m3 s−1

(= 1.9mm/h) in our best fitting model, is small compared to
QMaja).

[27] We conclude that the liquid water surface imposed as
a boundary condition for the mesoscale simulation is con-
sistent with the simulation results, provided that catastrophic
groundwater discharge continues as long as the lake storm
persists.

4.2. Sensitivity to Flooding Depth

[28] The location of precipitation is sensitive to flooding
depth, and flooding depths close to the spillway provide the
best match to observations (Figure 10). As lake level rises,
the offset of maximum precipitation from the lake center
changes. The main change on land as the flooding depth is
moved closer to the spillway is that precipitation to the S of
Juventae Chasma is reduced. This is because the area of
convergence shifts NW and then N, tracking the centroid
of lake area.
[29] More than 80% of vapor released by the lake is

trapped in or next to the lake as snow (Figure 11). As plume
intensity increases, so does the fraction of water vapor that
snows out locally. Plume intensity ‐ which we define using
updraft velocity and cloud height ‐ increases with increasing
lake size (paper 1) and with increasing lake temperature.
Therefore, higher flooding depths within Juventae Chasma
lead to more localized precipitation. Atmospheric water
does increase with increasing lake area, but slowly (Table 2).
Only JUVENTAE_LOW and JUVENTAE_MED are directly

Figure 10. Sensitivity test comparing mean precipitation (mm/h) for three different lake levels:
(a) −3000 m (JUVENTAE_LOW), (b) −1000 m (JUVENTAE_MED), and (c) 0 m (JUVENTAE_HIGH).

Table 2. Evaporation Rate and Vapor Rate (End of sol 5)a

Run
Evaporation
Rate (mm/h)

Water in
Atmosphere

Total
Atmosphere (%)

Snow in
Lake

Snow Beyond
Lake

Total
Snow (%)

JUVENTAE_DRY 0 536 100% 0 0 0%
JUVENTAE_LOW 2.47 304 18 251 1166 82
JUVENTAE_MED 2.82 536 10 1356 3472 90
JUVENTAE_HIGH 1.88 571 12 1505 2590 88

JUVENTAE_DRY_SOL_7 0 520 100 0 0 0
JUVENTAE_LOW_SOL_7 2.54 403 15 387 1887 85
JUVENTAE_MED_SOL_7 2.90 658 8 2230 5393 92

aUnits are Mt (106 metric tons). Italicized dry runs are subtracted from the runs below them. See also Figure 11.
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comparable because of the lower lake temperature in
JUVENTAE_HIGH.

5. Will Snow Melt?

[30] We calculate the melting probability for snow precipi-
tated from the storm using a 1D snowpack thermal model
(Appendix C). This model is decoupled from the mesoscale
model.We use the 1Dmodel to assess all possible orbital states
and solar luminosities. We show the likelihood that Mars’
orbital state permits melting at the equator in Figure 12. The top
panel excludes the greenhouse effect of the storm. The bottom
panel includes this additional greenhouse effect. More recent
times favor melting because of increasing solar luminosity.
Higher pressures favor melting because of the suppression of
evaporitic cooling and the greenhouse effect of added CO2.
[31] Our model will overestimate geomorphically effective

snowmelt for two reasons. Parameters are chosen (Table 3)
to favor melting: in particular, we use a dirty snow albedo of
0.28, similar to Mars dust (Mellon et al. [2000] and discussed
in Appendix C). Also, we do not include hydrologic effects.
For example, if the porous layer is deeper than the diurnal
thermal skin depth, melt percolating from the surface will
refreeze. Such effects will limit the proportion of snowmelt
available for runoff [e.g., Colbeck, 1976].
[32] Main results are as follows:
[33] 1. Boundary conditions for the mesoscale storm model

are too cold for snowmelt under the faint young Sun. Snow is
unlikely to melt at 12 mbar (Figure 12). Some combination of
the following is required to melt snow:‐ (1) higher atmospheric
pressure; (2) non‐CO2 greenhouse forcing; (3) a very large
number of lake storms occurred, so that a few storm deposits
encountered orbital conditions that allowed melt even though

the probability of melting for each storm deposit was low; (4)
transient warming from impact ejecta or a geothermal event;
or (5) the deposits are younger than thought. We do not have
enough information to choose between these. Absent direct
warming from impact ejecta or a geothermal event, moder-
ately higher pressures are almost certainly required (at least
50 mbar appears necessary). Strong evaporitic cooling sup-
presses melting at lower pressures. Transient warming from
impact ejecta or a geothermal event could overcome evaporitic
cooling, and it is possible that impacts or geothermal activity
trigger chaos events [McKenzie andNimmo, 1999;Wang et al.,
2005]. Localized precipitation may not be possible at 50 mbar.
Certainly the updraft vertical velocities will be reduced. In an
idealized simulation at 60 mbar (paper 1), precipitation was
reduced by 20% relative to the 12 mbar case.
[34] 2. Snowmelt at low latitudes ismore likely for snow that

accumulates out of equilibriumwith orbital forcing.More than
half of the hottest orbital conditions occur at less than median
obliquity (paper 1). Accumulation of annually persistent snow
at the equator in equilibrium with orbital forcing is only pos-
sible for median obliquity or higher. Instantaneous emplace-
ment from lake‐effect storms can occur at any obliquity. Other
factors (paper 1) also favormelting of localized storm deposits.
We do not know the frequency of localized storms, so we
cannot use this information to calculate the likelihood that an
observed channel network formed from melting of instanta-
neously emplaced snow.
[35] We assume that storm deposits persist until the melt

season. Is this reasonable? Low‐latitude sublimation rates
modeled byGCM[Madeleine et al., 2009] are∼0.25m/yrw.e.,
with wide scatter. Given our modeled precipitation rates,
lakes with lifetime >102 h generate snowpack this thick.

Figure 11. Fate of vapor released from the lake (precipitation efficiency). Colored dots correspond to the
inventory of water (ice + vapor) after either 5 or 7 sols, after subtracting the inventory of a lake‐free run.
Color corresponds to fraction of atmospheric water in the ice phase: red is more ice‐rich, blue is more
vapor‐rich. Only snow on ground can contribute to localized geomorphology. Water vapor in the atmo-
sphere can contribute to regional and global climate change: global warming is increasingly likely as the
mass of atmospheric water increases.
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Figure 12. Equatorial melting probability (in %) for flatlying snowpack. The four lowest probability
contours correspond to 5%, 1%, 0.1%, and 0.01%. Gray arrow on the x‐axis corresponds to the range
of possible ages for opaline layered deposits from Murchie et al. [2009a]. Black arrow corresponds to
the smallest range of stratigraphic ages that could accommodate all the plateau channel networks
according to Le Deit et al. [2010]. These ranges are large because of the uncertainties in mapping crater
counts onto absolute ages [Hartmann, 2005], and it is possible that all the plateau channel networks
formed at roughly the same time. Pressures on the y‐axis range from 1220 Pa (∼2 × present atmospheric
level) to 19520 Pa (∼32 × present atmospheric level). Our thermal model includes more terms than the
model used by Kite et al. [2011], leading to slightly colder outcomes.

Table 3. Parameters Used in the Melting Modela

Symbol Parameter Value and Units Notes/Reference

� obliquity 0°–80° Laskar et al. [2004]
E eccentricity 0–0.16 Laskar et al. [2004]
Lp longitude of perihelion 0°–180° symmetry at equator
Ls season 0°–360°
Patm atmospheric pressure 1220–19520 Pa 2–32× present CO2

a albedo of dusty snowpack 0.28 Very dusty snow
t time of interest 0–3.5 Gyr ago Mangold et al. [2004]
s Stefan‐Boltzman constant 5.67 × 10−8 J s−1 m‐2 K−4

Sol length duration of 1 Mars sol 88775 s
Rgas gas constant 8.3144 J/(mol K)
gMars Mars surface gravity 3.7 m/s2

mc molar mass of CO2 0.044 kg
mw molar mass of H2O 0.018 kg
Mw molecular mass of H2O 2.99 × 10−26 kg
rnow density of atmosphere, present‐day 0.02 kg/m3 NSSDC
Patm,now pressure of atmosphere, present‐day 610 Pa NSSDC
Kvonk von Karman’s constant 0.4
zo roughness length 0.1 mm Polar snow/Brock et al. [2006]
zanem anemometer height 5.53 m E‐MCD [Millour et al., 2008]
uwind reference near‐surface wind speed 3.37 m/s E‐MCD (4 season “MY24” average)
rhumidity relative humidity 0.25
Cp specific heat of Mars atmosphere 770 J/kg/K
kb Boltzmann’s constant 1.381 × 1023 m2 kg s‐2 K−1

Lsubl latent heat of sublimation 2.83 × 106 J/kg
� thermal emissivity of snow 0.98
r density of snowpack 350 kg/m3 Carr and Head [2003]
Cp Specific heat capacity of snow 1751 J/kg/K Carr and Head [2003]
ksnow thermal conductivity of snowpack 0.125 W/m/K Carr and Head [2003]

aSee section 5 and Appendix C.
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[36] Once liquid water is flowing, feedbacks can extend
its lifetime. For example, in Greenland, supraglacial chan-
nels with water depth >0.5 m reduce the albedo to close to
that of water (∼0.05) [Lüthje et al., 2006]. Viscous dissi-
pation can balance evaporative cooling of the stream only if

S >
eL

�guD
ð3Þ

where S is river slope, e ∼1 mm/h is evaporation rate, L is
the latent heat of vaporization, r = 1000 kg/m3 is density, g
is Mars gravity, u = O(1) m/s is stream velocity, and D = O
(1) m is stream depth [Clow, 1994]. This condition is not
satisfied for the Juventae plateau channel networks (which
have slopes <1%; Table 4), so the stream will be roofed over
by ice. Insulation of streams by ice can greatly extend liquid
water lifetime [Clow, 1987].

6. Channel and Layered Deposit Formation

[37] We now evaluate formation mechanisms for the
layered deposits and interbedded channel networks in light
of our simulations. First we review constraints, including

measurements from our own DTMs. We consider a series of
options for the channel‐forming mechanism, and test them
against these constraints. These different mechanisms all
assume that water is sourced from ephemeral lakes as in
sections 2–5 (Figure 3, bottom). Next we drop the
assumption that water is sourced from ephemeral lakes, and
describe entirely different geological scenarios (Figure 3,
top). We do not find decisive evidence that allows us to
choose between these channel forming mechanisms or
geological scenarios–we are left with multiple working
hypotheses. We conclude by listing furture tests that could
help decide among these multiple working hypotheses.
[38] In agreement with previous work [Mangold et al.,

2008; Weitz et al., 2008], we interpret the networks of
sinuous ridges and troughs to be fossil fluvial channels
(Figure 13). Juventae plateau channels have low to mod-
erate sinuosity. We have only found 2–3 highly sinuous
(meandering) channels. This should be compared to Gale‐
Aeolis‐Zephyria, where most channels meander [Burr et al.,
2009]. Most channels run down the present‐day 0.2° NNE
regional slope [Mangold et al., 2008]. Sinuous ridge width
distribution appears bimodal. We suspect that the broader
O(102 m) wide sinuous ridges are inverted valleys. Given
that the channel networks are fossil fluvial channels, end‐
member channel‐forming mechanisms are thermal erosion
into ice, and mechanical erosion of sediment (Figure 3).
These have corollary implications for the composition of
the light‐toned layered deposits: in the thermal erosion
end‐member case, the present‐day plateau layered deposits
must contain significant relict ice at depth. Relict water ice
at the equator of Mars cannot be stable [Mellon and Jakosky,

Table 4. Measurements Relevant to Hydrology for Two Adjacent
Inverted Channelsa

Catchment 1 Catchment 2

A, area (km2) 1.6 2.1
w, width (m) 3.3 ± 0.8 3.2 ± 0.47
S, slope, (Dz/Dx) 0.82° 0.96°

aSee Figure 15.

Figure 13. Geological context for measurements of layered deposit thickness, channel drainage density,
catchment area, channel slope and channel width. White arrows in zoomed‐in panels show localities. Back-
ground is part of CTX image P18_007983_1751_XN_04S063W. Some thickness measurements come
from an area just SW of this image.
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1995]. Geologic and radar evidence suggests that loss rates
are sufficiently slow for ancient water ice to metastably per-
sist in some equatorial locations [Head and Kreslavsky, 2004;
Levy andHead, 2005; Shean et al., 2007;Watters et al., 2007;
Mouginot et al., 2010; Warner et al., 2010; Shean, 2010;
Lefort et al., 2011]. An example on Earth of the thermal
erosion end‐member case is the snowmelt‐fed channel net-
work that forms each summer on the Greenland ice sheet
(Figure 14). In the mechanical erosion end‐member case, the
present‐day plateau layered deposits are composed of
(indurated) sediment grains.

6.1. Implications of Constraints for Channel‐Forming
Mechanisms

[39] Many of the channels are preserved in inverted relief.
On Earth channels can become inverted through cementa-
tion of channel fill, armoring by coarse grains of the channel
floor against erosion, or infilling of the channel by an ero-
sionally resistant material such as lava [Williams et al.,
2009]. Increased cementation of the channel thread, fol-
lowed by differential erosion, is the most likely cause of
inversion for inverted channels studied elsewhere on Mars
[Williams et al., 2009; Burr et al., 2010]. Juventae’s

Figure 14. Comparison of the area of maximum drainage density at Juventae to snowmelt‐carved sys-
tems on the Greenland ice plateau. Polygons enclose the area for which drainage density was measured,
and the insets show channels which contributed to the count. (a) PSP_005346_1755, Juventae Plateau.
This locality was identified by Malin et al. [2010, p. 38] as “the best evidence yet found on Mars to
indicate that rainfall and surface runoff occurred.” (b) IKONOS image of Greenland ice sheet, showing
snowmelt‐carved channels draining into a supraglacial lake. (Image courtesy J. Box, OSU/Discovery
Channel; Box and Ski [2007].) Details: Greenland ‐ length = 21.3 km, area = 0.77 km2, giving drainage
density d = 28/km. Mars ‐ length = 3.4 km, area = 0.22 km, giving drainage density d = 15/km.
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inverted channel networks lack evidence (such as pitting)
for sublimation. They are often horizontally or sub-
horizontally layered, and the layers have variations in tone.
They have well‐defined, smooth, flat tops. These observa-
tions suggest that the inverted channels are composed of
sediment and are not ice cored. Sediment fill is more con-
sistent with the mechanical erosion end‐member scenario
than the thermal erosion end‐member scenario.
[40] However, inverted channels on Mars do occur in ice‐

dominated, supraglacial and proglacial settings. Therefore,
the interpretation that the inverted channels are composed of
(indurated or cemented) sediment fill does not rule out ther-
mal erosion of the progenitor channel. Midlatitude Amazo-
nian glacier‐associated channels at Lyot Crater (HiRISE
image ESP_016339_2225) and Acheron Fossae (HiWish
image ESP_018178_2165), and E of Reull Valles (HiWish
image ESP_020055_1410) have become inverted [Fassett
et al., 2010]. The Acheron inverted channel is ≤80 Ma
based on the age of its source glacier [Fassett et al., 2010].
In each case, glacier‐associated channels appear to have
incised into ice, but to have been incompletely filled with
debris and sediment during or after incision. As sur-
rounding ice retreats due to sublimation, the channel‐filling
sediment is left as a sinuous ridge.
[41] The layered deposits are tens of meters thick. We

measure the present‐day thickness of the plateau layered
deposits close to the chasm edge as 43 ± 11 m (n = 13), using
HiRISE DTMs. 33–39 layers are visible in HiRISE images of
the thickest exposures (defining layers using laterally con-
tinuous changes in tone, slope or erosional morphology).
[42] In the thermal erosion end‐member scenario in

Figure 3, layered deposits are primarily water ice. The
deposit thickness of 44 ± 13 m then requires a minimum of
1400–2600 sols to accumulate at our peak precipitation of
0.9 mm/h, ignoring sublimation losses. Peak Maja dis-
charge, Qmaja = 1.1 × 108 m3 s−1 [Kleinhans, 2005]. The
volume of Juventae Chasma below the pour point is ∼7 ×
104 km3 (ignoring the volume of Maja Valles itself). If this
missing volume is 70% rock by volume and was exported
over the spillway, with a fluvial sediment concentration of
1% by volume, the minimum cumulative time to carve
Maja Valles is 740 sols. Peak discharge exceeds mean
discharge, so Maja Valles operated for longer than this
calculation suggests. In addition, an unfrozen lake may
have remained in Juventae after the end of channel for-
mation. Making the conservative assumption that there is
only open water at the lake surface only when a cata-
strophic flood is occurring, the predicted deposit thickness
is 28%–53% of the observed thickness. Because the Maja
lifetime estimate is a lower limit, we do not think this dis-
crepancy rules out the thermal erosion end‐member scenario.
[43] The thickness of the deposits is also compatible with

the mechanical erosion end‐member scenario (Figure 3), in
which the present‐day plateau deposits are (indurated)
sediments. Enough atmospherically transported material
(sand, dust, and volcaniclastic material) must be brought in
from other regions of a primarily dry Mars to account for
observed thicknesses. Suppose atmospheric dust precipita-
ble column abundance is 10 mm, background regional hor-
izontal wind speed is 10 m/s, a circular storm region of
radius 200 km, and complete scavenging of dust by ice
nuclei in the storm region. Then mass balance requires

1600–2700 years of cumulative storm activity to build up
the observed thickness of plateau layered deposits (less if
precipitation is concentrated). Alternatively, sediment could
accumulate on the plateau between storm events as sand,
dust or volcaniclastic materials, or be supplied from the chasm
floor during the early stages of outflow events by buoyant
plumes. Lake storms might be responsible for the channels
in this case, but would not be the source of the material
making up the layers. However, fluid released during snow
melting could be responsible for the induration or cementa-
tion of these materials, and thus their long‐term preservation
(Figure 3).
[44] It is not possible for the layered deposits to entirely

predate the channel‐forming events because channels at dif-
ferent levels within the deposit crosscut each other.
[45] Drainage basin and channel dimensions and slopes

permit relatively low runoff compatible with snowmelt. Even
if the channels were cut by thermal erosion, some of them
must have been infilled by sediment in order to form inverted
channels (Figure 3).If the channels are formed in fine sedi-
ment by mechanical erosion, then sediment transport is
required to form both the positive and the negative‐relief
channels. Therefore, in either end‐member case, sediment
must be transported through the observed channel network.
The critical runoff R needed to initiate sediment transport in a
preexisting channel is [Perron et al., 2006]

Rcrit ¼ 1

A

w2�′�c*D

wS � 2�′�c*D

8�′g�c*D

f

� �1
2

ð4Þ

where Rcrit is the critical runoff rate, A is drainage area, w is
channel width, r′ = (rs/rf) − 1 is the normalized density, rs is
sediment density, rf is fluid density, tc* ≈ 0.05 is the critical
Shields number, D is sediment grain diameter, S is slope, g is
Mars gravity, f is the Darcy‐Weisbach friction factor, and all
units are mks. We assume basaltic sediment rs = 3000 kg/
m3 and water density rf = 1000 kg/m3. In alluvial streams,
f is closely related to grain size, but no similar relationship
has been published for thermally eroded channels. A, w,
and S are taken from our DTMs, as shown in Figure 15,
tabulated in Table 4, and described below.
[46] Area measurements were made as follows. Erosion

has scoured the deposits between preserved inverted chan-
nels, removing the drainage basins that once sourced those
channels. We therefore divide the area between channels by
equidistance. Because there have been multiple episodes of
crosscutting flow, some truncation of channels by subse-
quent generations of channel may have occurred, which may
lead to a systematic underestimate of A and corresponding
overestimate of Rcrit.
[47] Width measurements were made as follows. We

measure channel widths using the distinctive, light‐toned
region at the top of the sinuous ridges visible in HiRISE
images. DTMs confirm that this light‐toned strip forms the
summit of the much broader ridge, and often resolve a
break‐in slope near the top of the ridge approximately cor-
responding to the light‐toned strip in the red‐filter HiRISE
images. This is frequently much narrower than the total
ridge width visible in shaded‐relief DTM images such as
Figure 15. By analogy with inverted channels near Green
River, Utah [Williams et al., 2007], these observations
suggest that the bright region whose width we are measuring
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corresponds to an erosionally resistant and vertically thin
channel‐fill deposit capping underlying weaker material. The
channel widths we obtain are several meters for drainage
areas O(1) km2 (Table 4). These widths may correspond to
indurated channel fill (or valley fill) sediments that are wider
than was the instantaneous channel. (Much wider ridges are
seen elsewhere, but these are the largest channels for which
we have area and DTM slope constraints.)
[48] Slope measurements were made as follows. We take

an average slope along the exposed length of the channel.
There is no visually obvious evidence of major post-
depositional tilting of the plateau ‐ the channels run approx-
imately down the present‐day slope.
[49] Rcrit for a catchment of area 1.6 km2 and slope 0.8°

feeding a channel of width 3.3 m is shown in Figure 16.
The adjacent catchment of area 2.1 km2 produces almost
indistinguishable results. Both networks are from DTM1
(Appendix D). We assume runoff R ≈ M, where M is the
melt rate. R will only approach this upper bound if there is a
shallow impermeable ice table, or if the substrate is covered
with fine‐grained material that has a low infiltration rate. An
upper limit on M is if all precipitation melts upon reaching
the ground. Then the resulting runoff can mobilize coarse
gravel (thick black line in Figure 16). However, a more
realistic melt rate is 0.1 mm/h. This is still capable of initi-
ating the transport of coarse sand and fine gravel through the
network (lower bound of gray envelope in Figure 16). The
upper limit on the gray envelope in is an order‐of‐magnitude
error intended to capture errors in the precipitation model,
weather, and especially the width and area measurements
discussed above. We conclude from the area covered by this
gray envelope that if boulder‐sized (>256 mm diameter)
clasts have been transported through these channel networks,
that would be strong evidence against localized precipitation.
Howard et al. [2007] provide criteria for distinguishing

Figure 16. Grain sizes that can be mobilized by the mod-
eled precipitation. The central black line corresponds to the
modeled snowfall rate, 0.9 mm/h. Because the modeled
precipitation rate is only an order‐of‐magnitude guide to
the true precipitation rate, the gray envelope shows order‐
of‐magnitude uncertainties in both directions. The melting
rate will be lower than the precipitation rate, and in our
probabilistic discharge model the exceedance probability
for a melt rate of 1.0 mm/h is extremely low. Melt rates of
0.09 mm/h (lower end of gray envelope) are more likely.
Even these are sufficient to mobilize sand and gravel.

Figure 15. Inverted channel systems on the Juventae plateau from which hydraulic parameters were
measured. Shaded relief from HiRISE stereo DTM 1 (Figure 4), illuminated from top left. North is up.
Streams flow down present‐day slope. Barely visible striping parallel to the edge of the shaded relief
raster is an artifact of stereo DTM generation. Inverted channel heights are typically 2–5 m. Shallow
negative‐relief channels (white arrows, depth < 1 m from DTM) join some inverted channel segments.
The corresponding HiRISE image pair is PSP_003223_1755 and PSP_003724_1755.
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fluvially transported boulders from postdepositionally
cemented blocks. Any clast that can be resolved by HiRISE
is a boulder.

6.2. Alternative Interpretations and Tests

[50] In section 2, we infer that location adjacent to a
chasm supplies one or more limiting factors for inverted
channel formation. Likely limiting factors included avail-
ability of snow or rain, sufficient heat for melting, avail-
ability of sediments that can be mobilized, cementing fluids,
and incomplete erosion. In sections 3–5, we develop and
test the hypothesis that precipitation is limiting. Results
are consistent with the hypothesis. What about heat,
sediment, cementing fluids, and erosion? Can we rule any
or all out?
[51] Precipitation on the Valles Marineris plateau sourced

from ephemeral chaos lakes is one model compatible with
data, but other scenarios are also possible (Figure 3, top).
For example, we cannot currently rule out a scenario where
the observed narrow, extended Valles Marineris cloud trails
(0.4 mm effective diameter [Clancy et al., 2009]) increase
spectacularly in mean grain size and move closer to the
canyon edge during different orbital conditions or dust
loading, permitting regional precipitation. Near‐surface water‐
ice morning fog occurs in Valles Marineris today [Möhlmann
et al., 2009], and OMEGA has detected surface water ice on
the northern wall of Coprates Chasma [Vincendon et al.,
2010]. Net annual ice accumulation within the Valles
Marineris occurs in GCMs at high and moderate obliquity
[Madeleine et al., 2009], although this is largely due to the
high thermal inertia of the chasm walls (J. B. Madeleine, via
email). Taken together, this evidence suggests that Valles
Marineris is a preferred site for equatorial ice precipitation,
which is important at high obliquity [Jakosky and Carr, 1985;
Jakosky et al., 1995; Mischna et al., 2003; Forget et al.,
2006]. In this high‐obliquity precipitation scenario, snow-
pack is broadly distributed in the Valles Marineris region, but
generally does not melt. This possibility is discussed by
Le Deit et al. [2010]. The limiting factor provided by the
chaos regions is then airborne darkening agents (ash and/or
debris) sourced from the chasm floor and lofted by buoyant
plumes (“dirty thunderstorms” [van Eaton et al., 2010]),
which lead to patchy melting or patchy preservation of a
broadly distributed, preexisting snowpack. Alternatively, ash
and/or debris forms a cast of the channels, which form over a
broad region but disappear elsewhere when the snowpack
sublimes. A weakness of this scenario is that both the
observed fog and surface ice, and the predicted high‐obliquity
net ice accumulation, are on the chasm floor andwalls and not
to the adjacent plateau. Opal‐bearing layered deposits and
channel networks are overwhelmingly found on the plateau,
not the floor and walls (Figure 2). Another weakness is that
no geomorphic evidence for explosive volcanism has been
found on the floor of Juventae Chasma.
[52] Another alternative source of water is springs. Before

chasm opening had begun, drainage from aufeis blisters, or
groundwater, could source springs [Gaidos and Marion,
2003; Murchie et al., 2009b]. In this scenario, the layers
and channel networks predate outflow channel formation.
This would not explain the downwind preference for
channel networks, but there is a 7% possibility that this
could be due to chance (section 4, Figure B1).

[53] Among these three scenarios (Figure 3), our prefer-
ence for the chaos lakes model is tentative, but testable. First,
a more complete study of the plateau channel networks, using
HiRISE DTMs where possible, and using channel width as
a proxy for discharge [Montgomery and Gran, 2001, and
references therein], would test the spring hypothesis and the
precipitation hypotheses. If plateau channels were fed by a
small number of point or line sources, channel widths should
be constant between confluences (and channel sources should
correlate to linear fractures, shear bands, or mineralogical
anomalies). If precipitation or distributed groundwater flow
fed the channels, channel widths should increase with con-
tributing area as seen on Earth, and channel sources should
not be correlated with fractures or mineralogical anomalies.
Second, further tests of the localized‐precipitation model
at other sites might uncover inconsistencies that would
weaken the model’s application at all sites including Juventae.
Possible sites include Echus, Ganges, Cerberus Fossae and
Mangala Fossae. We report initial results from one such test
(at Echus) in section 7.
[54] Additional predictions are specific to the thermal‐

erosion end‐member scenario (Figure 3): failure of these
predictions would not rule out the mechanical‐erosion end‐
member scenario (Figure 3). The thickness of the layered
deposits should decrease away from the chasm edge in
proportion to the mean precipitation rates predicted by
localized precipitation models (e.g., Figure 9). Finally,
SHARAD observations can test if the light‐toned layered
deposits have a vertically averaged dielectric constant con-
sistent with relict ice, as is required by the thermal‐erosion
end‐member scenario.

7. Echus Plateau

[55] The greatest of the outflow channels is Kasei Valles
[Williams et al., 2000]. Kasei’s source is lava‐floored Echus
Chasma. Beyond the 5 km‐high chasm wall, on the Hes-
perian plateau, dendritic channel networks are abundant
(Figure 17a) [Chapman et al., 2010a, 2010b;Mangold et al.,
2004, 2008]. The floor of Echus Chasma is now 200 m
below a saddle that marks the start of the main channel.
Regional topography suggests that the floor of Echus was
once much deeper [Harrison and Chapman, 2008].
[56] Although no opal or hydroxylated sulfates have

been reported on the Echus plateau [Milliken et al.,
2008], the erosional properties of the substrate for the
Echus channel networks resembles the erosional properties
of the Juventae plateau layered deposits. Material on the
SE rim of Echus is relatively thinly layered, relatively
light‐toned in outcrop, and recessed from the chasm edge,
suggesting a sedimentary or volcaniclastic origin (CTX
image P14_006586_1800_XN_00N079W). It is cut by
very broad valleys, which bottom out on more resistant
basalt, suggesting it is less resistant to fluvial erosion
(P02_001839_1806_XN_00N079W).
[57] Our simulations of the Echus plateau channel net-

works, which are preserved in negative relief, show peak
non‐lake precipitation in the densest area of observed
channels, at 0.7 mm/h (Figure 17a). Because of the inter-
action of lake convergence, topography, and the regional
windfield, precipitation is also predicted S and E of the
chasm beyond the existing mapped area of channels.
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THEMIS and CTX show extensive channelization in these
areas (dotted lines in Figure 17a), which die away on a
length scale similar to the length scale of predicted precip-
itation (Figure 17b). Cursory inspection of CTX images
further away from the channel edge does not show chan-
nelization. These results are consistent with localized pre-
cipitation. Incomplete geomorphic mapping of the Echus
headwaters currently prevents more thorough hypothesis
testing, but this is a promising initial result that suggests our
ability to match observations at Juventae with only localized
precipitation can be reproduced elsewhere.
[58] The Echus plateau channel networks are deep and

extensive compared to the Juventae plateau channel net-
works. It is not clear whether the cumulative duration of
outflow channel activity within Echus Chasma would deposit

enoughwater to produce the Echus plateau channel networks.
Chapman et al. [2010b] gives 82 km3 total erosion over an
eroded outcrop of ∼30000 km2, corresponding to an average
of 2.7 m material removed. With a melt season length of
30 sols, melting of 1 mm/day, and a fluvial sediment:water
ratio of 100:1, 9000 years would be required to cut the
observed channels.
[59] We predict that future simulations of lake‐effect

storms in Ganges Chasma should produce precipitation that
is concentrated near the Ganges plateau inverted channels.
However, not every post‐Noachian paleolake on Mars has
associated inverted channel networks [Mangold and Ansan,
2006; Dehouck et al., 2010]. Possible limiting factors
include low atmospheric pressure (section 5, Figure 12), a
lack of mobilizeable sediment (section 2), or a lack or cur-

Figure 17. (a) Modeled precipitation contours overlain on observed geology at Echus. White shading
with thick solid black outline is the perimeter of channels reported by Mangold et al. [2004]. The dot-
ted black line corresponds to additional channels observed in the THEMIS Day IR 100 m per pixel global
mosaic. The colored lines are modeled mean precipitation contours at intervals of 0.1 mm/h water
equivalent. Precipitation falling into the lake is not shown. (b) Focus on area where channels have not
been previously mapped. The dotted line encloses the area of channels visible in THEMIS IR mosaic. The
depth and width of the observed channels decrease away from the chasm edge in step with the decline in
modeled precipitation.
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rents, bubbles or wind to mix the lake and prevent rapid
freezing over of the lake’s surface (section 4.1).

8. Implications for Regional and Global Climate
Change

[60] Most water vapor released in our simulations is
trapped by localized precipitation near the lake, and so is
unavailable for broader climate change (Figure 11).
Remaining atmospheric vapor load is less than present‐day
global loads [Smith, 2002], and we do not expect a global
excursion to wet conditions (the MEGAOUTFLO hypoth-
esis [Baker et al., 1991; Baker, 2001; Quantin et al., 2005])
to result from water vapor release during chaos events
(Figure 11). There are four caveats: (1) Simultaneous trig-
gering of chaos events in multiple chasms, or the broad area
of outwash at the terminus of the outflow channels, would
provide a larger interface for water vapor injection to the
atmosphere than is simulated here. Supposing an evapora-
tion rate of 2 mm/h, for 5% global water cover, and in the
absence of precipitation, the atmosphere will contain 6 mbar
water in 70 sols. Water vapor is a powerful greenhouse gas
and 6 mbar of water vapor would cause noticeable global
warming. But precipitation will occur, and it is likely that
outwash freezes over in �70 sols. Inner channels within the
outflow channels indicate that the outflow channels were
incised by much lower discharge rates than previously
thought [Williams et al., 2000]. This does not support the
hypothesis of large Late Hesperian and Amazonian seas: at
low discharges, water would freeze and perhaps sublime,
redepositing at planetary cold traps. (2) Noncondensible
gases such as CO2 or CH4, stored in cryosphere clathrates (or
deep aquifers) and outgassed during chaos events [Bargery
and Wilson, 2010], could provide warming. (3) If chaos
events are triggered by magma bodies laden with CO2, SO2,
and halogens, then chaos events and transient greenhouse
warming could occur simultaneously [e.g., Johnson et al.,
2008]. (4) If atmospheric pressure was much higher (e.g.,
hundreds of mbar) this would suppress the buoyant instability
that leads to localized precipitation, allowing more water
vapor to escape to the background atmosphere (paper 1).
[61] Our model indicates that regional or global tem-

peratures warmer than today are not required to explain
snowmelt at the location of the outflow‐channel associated
valley networks (section 5, Appendix C, Figure 12). How-
ever, the present atmospheric state is incapable of allowing
melt under the Faint Young Sun ∼3.0 Ga when the channels
formed (Figure 12). Channel formation requires either a
change in background atmospheric state, or transient heating
from impact ejecta or geothermal activity. If transient
heating did not occur, then atmospheric pressure >50 mbar,
non‐CO2 greenhouse forcing, or both, are very likely
required to raise the melting probability.
[62] If melting probability <1 during plateau layered deposit

deposition, why are channels found throughout the strati-
graphic column? We suggest three possible explanations.
(1) Melting is needed to produce water that indurates the
sediment. Since induration increases resistance to aeolian
erosion, the stratigraphic record on the Juventae plains is a
wet pass filter. It is biased toward preservation of the chaos
storm deposits that were accompanied by melting. (2) Runoff
accompanied only a few layer‐forming events, but the chan-

nels cut from the top to the bottom of the sedimentary stack.
Meltwater percolated through the stack and cemented all lay-
ers. Deeply incising, rather than superficial, channels are
suggested by the observation of negative‐relief channel con-
tinuous with channel‐topped ridges (Figure 15). If the 33–39
layers identifiable in the stratigraphic column correspond to
33–39 lake events, and modeling melt events as a Poisson
process, the probability of melting occurring on the plateau at
some point in the year following at least one chaos event is
49%–54% for a melting probability of 2%. (3) The chaos
events were correlated with orbital conditions, with chaos
events preferentially occurring during times that favored melt.
[63] Movement of the melt pulse through the watershed is

not considered here. However, discharge of <0.05 m3/s is
sufficient to move fine sediment through the km‐scale
drainage networks visible in our DTM (Figure 15). With
DTM drainage network and channel geometries, runoff of
0.1 mm/h is approximately the required runoff for mobili-
zation of fine gravel/granules, and runoff of 1.0 mm/h will
mobilize medium gravel (Figure 16).
[64] The dendritic channels provide strong evidence for

water runoff and are prima facie evidence that global tem-
peratures and pressures permitting surface liquid water runoff
persisted (or were revived) well after the Late Noachian/
Early Hesperian maximum in valley network formation.
However, our observations and models are consistent with a
transient and localized response to disequilibrium forcing
from catastrophic groundwater release–weather, not climate
[Kite et al., 2011].

9. Conclusions

[65] We make the following conclusions:
[66] 1. In mesoscale simulations of lake storms during

chaos formation at Juventae Chasma, peak precipitation
over land occurs to the SW of the chasm. This corre-
sponds to the location of the observed Juventae plateau
channel networks. The location is sensitive to lake surface
elevation.
[67] 2. Peak snowfall of 1.7 mm/h water equivalent (w.e.)

and mean snowfall of 0.9 mm/h w.e. occurs at the location
of the observed plateau channel networks. These rates are
sensitive to lake surface elevation and lake temperature.
[68] 3. Mesoscale model output is consistent with a con-

tribution from material lofted from Juventae Chasma (and
transported W by the background wind field) to channel
formation on the Juventae plateau.
[69] 4. The minimum background atmospheric tempera-

ture to allow melting of localized snowstorm deposits is
sensitive to snowpack albedo, solar luminosity, atmospheric
pressure and orbital conditions. Melting is impossible under
the Faint Young Sun with today’s atmospheric composition.
Higher atmospheric pressure, and a modest non‐CO2 green-
house contribution, are probably both required for melting
under the Faint Young Sun.
[70] 5. Juventae’s plateau channel networks could have

formed from localized precipitation, and do not require
global warm/wet conditions.
[71] 6. The majority of water vapor released to the

atmosphere during chaos flooding is trapped by localized
precipitation at the chasm edge, and is not available to drive
global climate change.
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[72] 7. This model is not unique. Alternative explanations
of channel formation that are compatible with stratigraphic
constraints include patchy melting of broadly distributed
equatorial snowpack, and spring discharge of groundwater
on the plateau early in the formation of Juventae Chasma.
[73] 8. Our model strongly predicts that plateau channel

networks will not be found >250 km from a surface water
vapor source. It also predicts that additional plateau channel
networks and plateau layered deposits should be identified
downwind of large, localized vapor sources elsewhere on
Mars.

Appendix A: Mesoscale Model

[74] The fully compressible dynamical core of MRAMS
is derived from the terrestrial RAMS code [Pielke et al.,
1992] that has been adapted to Mars, by S. C. R. Rafkin
and others [Rafkin et al., 2001]. Dust and cloud micro-
physics based on the Community Aerosol and Radiation
Model for Atmospheres (CARMA) [Toon et al., 1988] have
been added to MRAMS, and we made use of these capa-
bilities in our Juventae study.
[75] Only the microphysics and vertical sedimentation

components of CARMA have been retained [Michaels et al.,
2006]. In the MRAMS implementation used here, there are
eight microphysical dust mass bins. The first dust mass bin
corresponds to a particle radius of 0.05 mm, with the mass of
each successive bin increasing by a factor of 7.2. The initial
atmospheric dust loading used by the cloud microphysics is
taken from the GCM, and it is not replenished in any way
throughout the MRAMS run. The initial dust number distri-
bution is log normal with a mean radius of 1.5 mm, and a
geometric standard deviation of 1.8. Dust serves as water
ice nuclei, and as such is scavenged during cloud forma-
tion. In addition to microphysically active dust, there is a
static background dust loading that is only used to maintain
nominal Mars dust opacity for the radiative transfer (RT)
calculation. This background dust is based on MGS TES
column dust opacity [Smith, 2004]. Both the background
dust and the microphysically active dust are radiatively active.
[76] Water ice microphysics are implemented using 18

mass bins (first mass bin corresponds to a particle radius of
0.072 mm), with the mass of each successive bin increasing
by a factor of 7.2. The contact parameter for nucleation is
0.95. Microphysical dust and water ice particles are advec-
ted, gravitationally sedimented, and diffused in the model.
The background dust is not altered in any way by any
simulated physical process.
[77] Atmospheric boundary and initial conditions, includ-

ing dust and water vapor, are taken from the NASA Ames
Mars GCM (MGCM) [Haberle et al., 1993] driven by
present‐day orbital parameters. The MGCM includes an
active water cycle based on the microphysical scheme of
Colaprete et al. [1999] and is tuned appropriately to match
the MGS‐TES observed column water vapor and cloud ice
abundance [Smith, 2004]. Any water ice in the GCM is
added to the GCM water vapor field, and this total water
substance field is used by MRAMS. The mass of dust
serving as nucleation cores for any GCM water ice aerosol
is returned to the total GCM dust field and then used by
MRAMS. Unlike the dry Martian climate which spins up
rapidly within the MGCM, the water cycle requires several

years or more of simulation to achieve stability. Therefore,
data from the sixth Mars‐year of the MGCM simulation is
used.
[78] The water ice and total dust (background plus

microphysically active) are treated as being radiatively
active, using a two‐stream radiative transfer algorithm based
on the work by Toon et al. [1989]. The optical parameters
for these aerosol particles were calculated with a Mie theory
code. Aerosol particles were assumed to be spherical, and
wavelength‐dependent refractive indices were taken from
measurements of water ice and Hawaiian palagonite.
[79] Vertical resolution varied from 2.3 km at the top of

the model to 30 m near the ground. We used four grids with
the outermost being hemispheric and a horizontal resolution
of ∼8.9 km on the inmost grid. Output was sampled every
1/24 sol (≈3699 s), or “Mars hour.” We assume that this
frequency, limited by available disk space, is enough to
capture model behavior–for example, we refer to the
warmest of 24 samples during a sol as the “day’s maxi-
mum temperature.” The time step varied between runs but
was never more than 3.75s on the inmost grid.

Appendix B: Comparison Between Area of
Modeled Precipitation and Area of Observed
Channels

[80] Because (1) channels are exposed by incomplete
erosion of the plateau layered deposits, (2) the inverted
channels are themselves layered, and (3) channels are found
wherever layered deposits are incompletely eroded on the
Juventae plateau, we assume that areas containing light‐
toned layered deposits also contain channels.
[81] We compared model predictions to geologic data in

four ways:
[82] First, we use the method of Pielke andMahrer [1978].

Following Pielke [2002], let A4 be the area of the inmost
grid in the MRAMS domain, Pi,t be the area of precipitation
predicted by meteorological model i above some threshold
value t, and Gj be the area of channels and light‐toned
layered deposits (collectively referred to as “geology,” for
brevity) mapped using criteria j. Then the skill of the model
in predicting geology is

skill ¼ FE

FM
¼ Pi;t \ Gj

� �
=Gj

Pi;t=A4
ðB1Þ

where FE is the fraction of the geology in areas with model
precipitation above the threshold, and FM is the fraction of
the model domain over which the model precipitation is
above the threshold. The fraction of the model‐predicted
area that is occupied by geology, or coverage

coverage ¼ Pi;t \ Gj

� �
=Pi;t ðB2Þ

is a measure of the tendency of the model to overpredict the
observed geology (where a value of 1 corresponds to no
overprediction). Here, the null hypothesis is that the asso-
ciation between model and data is due to chance. skill and
coverage are shown in Table 5. JUVENTAE_HIGH shows
the greatest skill, for both j. We obtain skill values >200 for
JUVENTAE_HIGH and t = 0.8 mm/h. For these cases, the
area of overlap between prediction and data is >200 times
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greater than expected by chance, showing that the agree-
ment is almost certainly not due to chance.
[83] Second, we use a Monte Carlo method. For this

metric, we determine the fraction of randomly placed pre-
cipitation templates that provide a better fit to the geologic
observations than the modeled precipitation. We take the
predicted precipitation P for each model i, including snow
falling back into the lake (the precipitation “template”), and
randomly translate it in latitude and longitude, wrapping
around the boundaries of the inmost model grid (∼1300 km ×
∼870 km). This creates a new modeled precipitation gridQi. A
data grid Gj is constructed by assigning 1 to areas containing
mapped inverted channels or light‐toned layered deposits
and 0 otherwise. We then calculate the cross‐correlation as

X ¼ Gj′*Qi′ ðB3Þ

where the primes denote normalization (for each trial) by
subtracting the nonlake mean and dividing by the nonlake
standard deviation. The area of the lake (which is not trans-
lated) is masked out in all cases. We repeat this 104 times.
Here, the null hypothesis is that the geology formed from a
localized source of some kind, but that the location of this
source was uncorrelated with present‐day Juventae Chasma.
The resulting p‐values are 0.005 for JUVENTAE_HIGH
(nominal X = 0.476), 0.009 for JUVENTAE_MED (nominal
X = 0.365), and 0.058 for JUVENTAE_LOW (nominal
X = 0.044). These are for the map of Le Deit et al. [2010].
The null hypothesis is rejected at the 99.5% level for
JUVENTAE_HIGH: if the observed channels and layered
deposits formed from a localized source of some kind, it was
almost certainly close to the present‐day center of Juventae
Chasma.
[84] Third, we compared the predicted distribution of pre-

cipitation around the chasm perimeter with the observed
distribution of geology around the chasm perimeter. We
assign each land pixel to its nearest pixel on the perimeter of
the lake. We then assign each perimeter pixel to its normal-
ized distance along the circumference. Both the perimeter‐
matched geologic data and the perimeter‐matched model
output are then smoothed using a gaussian kernel of full
width at half maximum equal to 5% of lake circumference.
The results are shown in Figure B1. All models produce a
broader distribution of snowfall with azimuth and are also
biased counterclockwise (from SW to S) with respect to
the data. This bias is least severe for JUVENTAE_HIGH.
JUVENTAE_HIGH also shows the best overall fit to the
data: by cyclic translation of the smoothed and area‐
normalized precipitation pattern, we can find the percentage

of perturbed patterns that would provide a better least
square fit to the smoothed data than our actual model. For
the Le Deit et al. [2010] geology, this percentage is 7% for
JUVENTAE_HIGH,12% for JUVENTAE_MED, and 36%
for JUVENTAE_LOW. The corresponding values for the
Weitz et al. [2010] geology are 10%, 16%, and 39%. Note
that the azimuthal distributions shown in Figure B1 are
maximum‐normalized, not area‐normalized.
[85] Finally, we compared the predicted falloff of precip-

itation with distance from the chasm edge with the observed
decrease in the area of channel networks and layered
deposits with distance from the chasm edge. Figure B2
shows cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of geology
and precipitation. All geology is found within 60 km of the
chasm edge, but the e‐folding distance of the cumulative
precipitation is significantly larger, 70–110 km. ∼95% of
snow is found within 250 km of the chasm edge.
[86] All these metrics show that the area of precipitation is

more extensive than the mapped area of channel networks.
This may be an artifact of incomplete preservation and
incomplete high‐resolution imaging. For example, there is a
25 km‐diameter ejecta blanket in our area of highest mod-
eled precipitation that may be obscuring underlying chan-

Table 5. Model Skill Using Method of Pielke and Mahrer [1978]a

Precipitation (mm/h)

Skill Coverage

0.02 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.02 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

JUVENTAE_LOW 11 0 0 0 0 0.040 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0 0.009 0 0 0 0

JUVENTAE_MED 5 19 50 108 122 0.020 0.071 0.185 0.403 0.455
5 19 51 138 227 0.004 0.015 0.041 0.111 0.182

JUVENTAE_HIGH 6 33 120 229 269 0.022 0.122 0.446 0.853 1.000
6 33 136 293 498 0.005 0.026 0.109 0.235 0.400

aBold values indicate the best fitting model for each geological target. Italic values correspond to the original extent of layered deposits mapped by Weitz
et al. [2010], and normal text is the value for Le Deit et al. [2010]. The 1.0 mm/h is not shown because there is only 1 pixel with this value.

Figure B1. Comparison of azimuth of precipitation with
azimuth of mapped channels.
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nels. If precipitation is necessary to form or indurate plateau
layered deposits, decline in the precipitation at 100–200 km
from the chasm (Figure B2) will create thin, or weakly
indurated deposits. These could easily be missed during
mapping, removed by the wind, or both. It is possible that the
relatively low horizontal resolution of our simulations is
artificially broadening our modeled precipitation. Alterna-
tively, there may be a threshold precipitation level to produce
layered deposits and channels. For example, sublimation
losses may occur during the months between deposition and
the beginning of themelt season. These sublimation losses are
not included in our simulations, and will thin the snowpack
everywhere while reducing the area of remaining snow.
Sediment mobilization is very sensitive to small changes in
runoff:

Qsed / �b � �critð Þ3=2 ðB4Þ

where Qsed is sediment flux, tb / H is bed shear stress and
is proportional to flow depth H, and tcrit is critical bed shear
stress. If snow availability limits runoff, this will focus
channel incision on areas with high precipitation rates.

Appendix C: Snow Melting Model

[87] We use a simplified probabilistic melting model to
determine the likelihood of melting for the range of orbital
conditions possible on pre‐modern Mars.
[88] We simulate the temperatures within snowpack using

a 1D column model that includes radiative, conductive, and
turbulent cooling fluxes. Obliquity �, eccentricity e, longi-
tude of perihelion Lap, season Ls, atmospheric pressure Patm

and geologic age t are varied; the ranges for these para-
meters are given in Table 3. We calculate the annual max-
imum surface temperature that the snow would reach in the

absence of buffering at the melting temperature. If this
temperature >273.15 K, melting should occur sometime
during the year. Orbital parameters are not known deter-
ministically for ages �10 Ma [Laskar et al., 2004].
However, the probability distribution for orbital elements
as a function of time has been calculated [Laskar et al.,
2004]. Therefore, we calculate temperatures for all orbital
states and multiply each by the probability of that state.
The Juventae channels are at 4°S, and all our calculations
are for the equator.
[89] Within the snowpack, material properties are

assumed uniform with depth and heat flow is by conduction
only. Energy balance for 1 m2 surface area is given by

1

�cpDz

� �
@T

@t
¼ �k

@T

@z
� �	T 4 þ LW # þ 1� RCFð Þ 1� �ð ÞL

� SHfr � SHfo � LHfr � LHfo ðC1Þ

where r is snow density, cp is snow heat capacity, Dz is the
thickness of the subsurface layer whose upper boundary is
the surface (∼2.5 mm for our nominal parameters), T is the
surface temperature, k is snow thermal conductivity, LW ↓ is
downwelling longwave radiation, RCF is the Rayleigh‐
scattering correction factor (the difference between insola-
tion reaching the surface in the presence of an atmosphere
and in the absence of an atmosphere), a is snow albedo,
SHfr corresponds to free sensible heat losses driven by
atmosphere‐surface temperature differences, SHfo corre-
sponds to forced sensible heat losses caused by cool breezes
over warm ground, LHfr corresponds to evaporative cooling
by free convection when the atmosphere has relative
humidity <1, and LHfo corresponds to additional evaporative
cooling when the wind is nonzero. Table 3 lists parameters
used.
[90] The initial condition at the surface is slightly cooler

than radiative equilibrium, decaying with an e‐folding depth
equal to the diurnal skin depth to the energy‐weighted
diurnal average temperature at depth. For a range of Ls, we
integrate forwards in time for several sols using constant
seasonal forcing until the day’s maximum surface temper-
ature has converged to <0.025 K. The subsurface is assumed
to be in equilibrium with the radiative forcing for a given
Ls ‐ month‐to‐month thermal inertia is not considered.
[91] 1. We use a 1D radiative‐convective column model

of the atmosphere to populate look‐up tables of LW ↓ as a
function of surface temperature and surface pressure, and
RCF as a function of atmospheric pressure and solar zenith
angle. (Both look‐up tables were provided by Itay Halevy
from output of a column radiative transfer calculation
[Halevy et al., 2009]). The atmosphere is assumed to be
entirely CO2. Patm in our calculations is for the elevation of
the Juventae plateau (+2 km). This is 20% lower than Patm at
datum.
[92] 2. Our treatment of turbulent fluxes closely follows

Dundas and Byrne [2010]. We set

SHfr ¼ 0:14 T � Tað Þka Cp�a�a
ka

� �
gMars

�2a

� �
D�

�a

� �� �1=3

ðC2Þ

where Ta is the atmospheric temperature, ka is the atmo-
spheric thermal conductivity, Cp is heat capacity of air, na is

Figure B2. Comparison of falloff of precipitation with fall-
off of mapped area of channels and layered deposits.
Because of an arbitrary mapping cutoff, layered deposits
likely extend further than shown.
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temperature‐dependent viscosity of air, ra / Patm is density
of air, gMars is Mars gravity, and Dr/ra is the density con-
trast between air in equilibrium with the ground and air
overlying the surface layer.
[93] Dr/ra is given by

D�

�a
¼ mc � mwð Þesat 1� rhumidity

� �
mcPatm

ðC3Þ

Here, mc is the molar mass of CO2 and mw is the molar mass
of H2O. rhumidity is the relative humidity of the overlying
atmosphere. esat = 3.69 × 1012 e(−6150/T) is the saturation
vapor pressure over water ice, from Cuffey and Paterson
[2010, equation 4.5]. This agrees to within 1% with the
Hardy [1998] ITS 90 curve fit for 175 K < T 298 K.
Equation (C3) assumes that water vapor pressure is a minor
component of the overall atmospheric pressure, and is simpler
but less accurate than equation 10 of Dundas and Byrne
[2010].
[94] Ta is parameterized as [Dundas and Byrne, 2010]

Ta ¼ TbDB
minT

1�bDB

where Tmin is the coldest (nighttime) surface temperature
experienced by the model, and bDB is the Dundas‐Byrne ‘b’,
a fitting parameter. As Patm increases the turbulent coupling
between the surface and atmosphere becomes stronger, so
bDB decreases. We obtain bDB(Patm) by fitting to the globally
averaged noontime atmosphere‐surface temperature differ-
ence from GCM models (provided by M. A. Kahre [see also
Kahre et al., 2010]).
[95] We let

LHfr ¼ Lsubl0:14D
�aDa
�a
Da

� �
gMars

�2a

� �
D�

�

� �� �1=3

ðC4Þ

where Lsubl is the latent heat of sublimation of ice, Dh is the
difference between atmosphere and surface water mass
fractions, and Da is the temperature‐dependent diffusion
coefficient of H2O in CO2.
[96] 3. We parameterize

SHfo ¼ �aCpuwindA Ta � Tð Þ ðC5Þ

where Cp is the atmospheric heat capacity and uwind is the
near‐surface wind speed. The drag coefficient A is given by

A ¼ K2
vonk

log zanem=zoð Þ2

where Kvonk is von Karman’s constant, zanem is anemometer
height and zo is surface roughness.
[97] Near‐surface wind speed uwind in Mars GCMs is

expected to decrease with increasing pressure and decreas-
ing solar luminosity. The four‐season average of European
Mars Climate Database (E‐MCD) [Millour et al., 2008]
“MY24” simulation globally averaged near‐surface wind
speeds at the present epoch is 3.37 m/s. We extrapolate this
to pressures up to 250 mbar using a logarithmic falloff of
mean wind speed with increasing pressure calibrated using
GCM model output for pressures between 6 and 80 mbar

(supplied by Melinda Kahre). We lower the wind speeds by
a factor of 1.08 for the faint young Sun using the ratio of
wind speeds for two 60 mbar simulations that differ only in
solar luminosity. Simulations also suggest uwind depends on
orbital parameters [Haberle et al., 2003], but we ignore this.
[98] We set

LHfo ¼ Lsubl
Mw

kTbl
uwindesat 1� rhumidity

� � ðC6Þ

where Mw is the molecular mass of water, and k is
Boltzmann’s constant.
[99] The probability of melting depends on snow albedo,

which is high for pure snow but much lower for realistic,
dust‐contaminated snow. Warren and Wiscombe [1980]
show that 1000 ppmw of Saharan dust can reduce ice
albedo from >0.9 to 0.3. In the words of Langevin et al.
[2005, p. 1581], “Water ice is very bright in the visible
spectrum when clean, but even a small amount of dust
contamination can reduce the albedo to values close to that
of the dust itself if the dust grains are embedded in ice
grains.” Clow [1987] shows that 1000 ppmw dust reduces
snow albedo to 0.45–0.6 for ice grain sizes 400–100 mm,
respectively. This is for precipitation grain sizes in our
model; metamorphism will increase grain size and decrease
albedo.
[100] Measurements show Mars water ice albedo is low.

Dust contamination lowers the albedo of water ice exposed
near Mars’south pole today to 0.30 [Titus et al., 2003]. The
mean bolometric albedo of bright regions in Mars’ North
Polar Residual Cap is inferred to be 0.41 from energy balance
[Kieffer et al., 1976]. Near‐infrared spectroscopy has iden-
tified seasonal water ice layers up to 0.2 mm thick on
pole‐facing slopes in the Mars low latitudes [Vincendon et al.,
2010]. Analysis of the spatial and seasonal dependence of
these detections indicates that low‐latitude surface water ice
has albedo 0.3–0.4 [Vincendon et al., 2010]. Modeling of
OMEGA data indicates that water‐rich terrains in the South
Polar Layered Deposits have albedo ∼0.3–0.4 [Douté et al.
[2007, Figure 7]. Measurements of the gray ring component
of Dark Dune Spots in Richardson Crater at 72°S show it
to be composed of seasonal water ice deposits with an albedo
of 0.25–0.30 [Kereszturi et al., 2011]. When melting starts,
the albedo of dust‐contaminated ice remains low because
“when snow melts, the impurities often tend to collect at
the surface rather than washing away with the meltwater”
[Warren, 1984, p. 178], forming a lag. Water has a low
albedo, so stream and melt pond albedo is lower than
unmelted surface albedo. Gardner and Sharp [2010] show
that 2 ppmw soot can greatly reduce snow albedo. Soot is
200× more optically effective than Earth crustal dust, and
presumably more effective than Mars dust. We use an albedo
of 0.28 (the albedo of Mars’ dust continents [Mellon et al.,
2000]). This corresponds to very dirty snow. Higher albe-
dos will lead to lower melting probabilities (paper 1).
[101] The melting is also sensitive to orbital conditions.

For example, at the equator, high eccentricity is more
favorable for melting than is low eccentricity (paper 1).

Appendix D: HiRISE Stereo DTMs

[102] HiRISE DTMs were generated using SOCET SET
following USGS recommended procedure [U.S. Geological
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Survey, 2009]: DTM1, Juventae1, PSP_003223_1755/
PSP_003724_1755; DTM2, Juventae2, PSP_004423_1755/
PSP_005412_1755; and DTM3, Ganges1, PSP_005161_1720/
ESP_016237_1720. All DTMs, together with the corre-
sponding orthorectified HiRISE images, can be obtained for
unrestricted further use from the lead author.
[103] In addition, we made use of PDS released files

for a Juventae plateau stereopair, PSP_003434_1755/
PSP_003579_1755.
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